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Achieving better ma'nagement of retinal
clinic services with OCCUSIM':a discrete event
simulation tool

Dr Eren Demir, University of Hertfordshire and David Southern,
Pathway Communications Ltd, Cambridge, UK

The advent of the anti-VEGF
. drugs, Lucentis® and Eylea®,
has revolutionised the treatment
of retinal -diseases,while the
introduction of imaging machines
such as the spectral domain

Amongst all ophthalmology optical coherence tomography
clinic ottendonces, retinal (Oen has also transformed
vascular diseases are a leading day-to-day ophthalmology
cause of sight loss and the three practice. But this growing
conditions that cause this ore number of patients require
diabetic retinopathy (DR),retinal frequent outpatient visits, while
vascular occlusions (RVO)and the introduction of different
age-related macular degeneration . treatment regimens for anti-VEGF
(AMO).These conditions are of injections of treat as needed
particular concern due to their (pro re nata or PRN)and treat
increasing prevalence, based and extend hove intensified the
upon the rising numbers of pressureon eyeclinic resources.
patients diagnosed w,ith diabetes,
from which DRstems, and the
increasing ageing population

Hospital eye services have a low
profile yet involvea high volume of
work. Theyaccount for nearly one
in ten outpatient appointments,
the second highest demand
specialty with 5.95 million
ophthalmology attendances in
2009/10 in England and 7-80/0of
aUoperations performed by the
NHS,where demand has risen by
25% over seven years (UK Vision
Strategy 2014).

from which RVOand AMD·stem.
With AMD,the prevalence is
forecast to rise from 513,000 in

• 2010 to 679,000 in 2020 (Owen
et al. 2012). This represents an
increase of 32% in just ten years.

'ManyNHSophthalmology clinics
are currently running at 1000/0~
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~ OCCUSIM:a discrete event simulation tool

capacity and some are failing to
maintain recommended follow-up
intervals. Furthermore, delays in
follow-up may havea huge impact
on independence and the quality
of life of patients, not to mention
the risk of permanent loss of
vision. Amoaku et al (2012)
highlighted that the number of
assessment appointments is
what drives the need for
increased capacity rather than
the number of intravitreal
injection appointments.

In planning the operation of
clinics for treatment of AMO,for
example, it is very common for
spreadsheet-based models to be
employed which use the average
number of patients expected
eachday, followed by the average
number of patients who will be
diagnosed, followed by the
average number of injections
needed by a patient in the first
year. Some clinical guidelines
assume that anti-VEGFtreatments
are injected on averageof seven
times in the first year. The
problem with this methodology
is that using averages can lead
to wildly wrong predictions.To
create a more robust planning
tool, we developed a discrete
event simulation model, known
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as OCCUSIM,that unlike
spreadsheet models has the
ability to capture significant
variability. Instead of using
averages, OCCUSIMuses a
hospital trusts' own anonymised
patient data to track individual
patients over a 36 month period.
It counts the number of times
a patient is treated and assessed
in years one, two and three. It
then uses statistical algorithms
to establish a distribution for
treatment frequency for each
year.

OCCUSIMis then run hundreds
of times for thousands of
patients to determine the true
number of times a patient is
injected, as opposed to using
an average, for example seven
injections per year for each
patient. It is because OCCUSIM
pays close attention to these
details that it is able to create
reports that are up to 95%
accurate. After our analysis of
one trust's patient level data
we noticed that patients are
injected between one and 14
times in a year; a vast difference
when compared with a national
average figure of seven injections.
In planning any redesign of a
clinical service it is necessary to



examine all the constraints
on the system. A constraint is a
resource that is required in order
for an event to happen. For
example, it is not possible for a
clinic to start without a clinician.
Intravitreal services are complex,
with many hundredsof constraints,
but by using the tool of discrete
event simulation modelling we
are able to show what happens
if you increase or reduce
resources, such as the number
of clinic rooms available, or alter
the number of clinicians. This can
enable a hospital management
to quickly and easily explore the
impact of service redesign
options and so identify the most
effective solutions.

In the development of our system
with a trust we interviewed
hospital staff at all levels to
construct the full treatment
pathway delivered to all patients.
In addition, we gathered 36
months of individual patient level
data into our simulation model;
this means over 200 parameters
including staffing levels, salaries,
staff availability, different
treatment options, arrivals of
new patients vs. follow-up
appointments and discharges,
as well as costs for each drug.

Using a statistical software
package, a series of models
was then developed to forecast
activity by patient type, broken
down by "new patients" and
"follow-ups", Patient type
includes AMD,DRand medical
retina (MR).The forecasted
activity is then adjusted for
population growth rates and
collated to estimate future
activity over a 12 month period.
When this forecasted activity
was compared later with the
actual activity, forecast accuracy
was in the region of 90-99%.

Itwas striking to observe in one
trust that 69% of activity for DR
and 66% for MRwere related
to assessment and observation
of patients. It is evident that a
major bottleneck lies with the
number of observation sessions
and not appointments for
treatment with intravitreal
injection.

An innovation being introduced
in many eye clinics is the
concept of a 'virtual clinic', in
which routine sight testing and
imaging of the patients' eye is
carried out in a nurse-led system
of appointments. A clinician then
remotely reviews all this ~~
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~ OCCUSIM:a discrete event simulation tool

patient data and decides on
what treatments are needed.
This process makes for a more
effective use of staff and
equipment resources, but any
accurate measurement of the
efficiencies is complex. OCCUSIM
can display the monthly forecast
efficiencies of service redesign,
whether it is the introduction of
virtual clinics or an alteration to
several constraints at one time.

In an example from a hospital
we were able to identify both
efficiency savings and patient
benefits on a monthly basis.
Figure 1 shows the impact on
the number of patients that
can be treated and the use of
resources across the eye clinic
each month when: a virtual
clinic is introduced (column 3)
and a combination of virtual
clinics and a 'treat and extend'
regimen is introduced (column
4). Column 5 shows the
efficiencies generated when
comparing the current service
(column 2) against the
combination of a virtual clinic
and treat and extend (column 4).

This analysis includes all costing
and resourcing for running the
virtual clinic and the example
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shows that in combination
with a 'treat and extend'
injection regimen there is little
difference in staff utilisation.
However, there is a noticeable
increase in the surplus (10%),
therefore creating an opportunity
for investment in the service
and, more importantly, an
increase in the quality of
treatment and improvement in
patient outcomes.

The ever increasing demands
means some NHSclinics are
failing to maintain the
recommended follow-up/
treatment intervals, which may
have a huge impact on
independence and quality of life
of patients, not to mention the
risk of losing vision permanently.

It is clear that robust and
long-term retinal service models,
such as 'treat and extend' in
combination with virtual clinics,
are required across NHSeye
clinics in order to meet the
needs of local populations both
currently and in the future.



Figure 1. The impact on the monthly figures by introducing a combination
of virtual clinics and a 'treat and extend' injection regimen for eye clinic
patients

Virtual Clinic Virtual Clinic
+ no change + Treat

Current in current and Extend % change. .service service

New attendances 119 119 119 0%
each month

Follow-up 726 642 708 -2%
appointments

Clinic session 71% 640/0 71% 00/0
utilisation

Nurse utilisation 71% 65% 700/0 -1%

Consultation 530/0 48% 510/0 -4%
room utilisation

Injection bed 29% 30% 37% 28%
utilisation

No. of Anti-VegF 169 172 215 27%
injections

Costing £151,759.64 £153,962.64 £190,199.86 250/0

Revenue £207,494.24 £207,494.24 £251,663.83 210/0

Surplus £55,734.59 £53,531.59 £61,463.97 100/0

Sources:
Amoaku et 01 (2012) Action
on AMD: Optimising patient
management. Eye 2012;
26: 51-521.

Owen CG,et 01. (2012) The
estimated prevalence and

incidence of late stage age
related macular degeneration in
the UK. British Journal of
Ophthalmology 2012; 96:752 - 56.

UK Vision Strategy 2013-18,
www.vision2020uk.org.uk
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